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Atomic Bomb Tests held at
Bikini, M.I., during July 1946, there
was widespread speculation as to the
effect of these explosions upon the existing
weather conditions.
Prophecies ranged
from the formation of rain showers through
violent thunderstorms and in a few cases
even to the formation of a typhoon.
The following summary is the combined
views of aerological officers who were associated with the CKOSSROADS operations. A
network of pressure temperature and humidity instruments was established in the
Bikini area. These readings plus the visual
and photographic and aircraft observations
form the basis for any conclusions drawn
in the following paragraphs.
Forecasts of violent weather reactions
were based primarily upon two major suppositions. It was thought that the large
amounts of moisture in the tropical air
masses present at Bikini plus the large
quanities of water expected to be evaporated
from the water surface would be extremely
conducive to thunderstorm formation upon
the release of the large amount of atomic
energy into this mass. Secondly, it was
believed that the high atmospheric concentration of ionized particles resulting from
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the atomic burst would serve as nuclei for
condensation and thus be conducive to the
formation of clouds and rainfall.
If the mechanism producing a thunderstorm is examined it will be found that these
storms require convection or mechanical lifting for a period of time over relatively
large areas together with the proper vertical moisture distribution. Convection or
lifting of the air mass continues even after
the full fledged storm has developed. The
atomic bomb is unable to produce convection of the sustained type. It consists of
an instantaneous impact of energy and convection ceases as quickly as the hot ball
of gases cools down on ascent and reaches
its maximum altitude. The atomic explosion therefore consists of a violent trigger
action over a relatively small area. A
great deal of speculation was centered on
whether or not this sudden impulse might
precipitate thunderstorms if the atmosphere
were just on the verge of instability. The
answer to this question is that the release
of energy is so sudden that the atmosphere is unable to rearrange itself to take
advantage of the instability in the time
allotted.
Any examination of the atmosphere will
show that at all times there are suitable
nuclei present for water vapor condensation.
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These nuclei are sufficient for cloud formation in all areas but particularly over
ocean where very abundant hygroscopic salt
nuclei are present. The ionized particles
are not required, therefore, and moreover,
pure ions need an impossible degree of
supersaturation to become effective as condensation nuclei.
In the New Mexico test, a thunderstorm
preceded the atomic explosion. This observation is not infrequently distorted to
imply a genetic relationship. The fact that
the storm occurred before the explosion is
sufficient to disprove any connection between
these events.
Beferences have also been made to rainstorms associated with or resulting from the
Atomic Bombs dropped over Japan. These
have been on the main speculatory and
without substantial meteorological basis. If
rain showers did occur in Japan it is conceivable that they were the result of convection caused by the widespread fires which
sustained convection for a long period of
time after the explosion. This phenomenon
has been noted over large forest fires and
over burning European cities during the
recent war.
Shortly after the atomic air burst on
Able day at Bikini many small light rain
showers developed throughout the northern
Marshalls.
The clouds associated with
these showers extended from 2000 to approximately 6000 feet. In the path of
travel of the radioactive cloud some measurements were made of radioactive rain.
The amount of radioactivity was so small
that it wa3 only of academic interest.
Some attempt has been made to associate
this radioactive rain with the formation
of the showers. The showers were however, very widespread and were readily explained on the basis of the existing atmospheric conditions.
The radioactive rain
was a result of radioactive particles above
the tops of the clouds falling into the rain
cloud or of particles being present in the
area where the cloud formed and thence
falling out in the rain.
An inspection of ship and shore records
in the Bikini area and pictures taken over
the lagoon revealed that the only detectable

changes which took place in the wind or
atmospheric structure were the momentary
effects of the blast and heat wave and the
violent changes which took place in a rather
limited area in the vicinity of the explosion.
The cloud pattern over Bikini Lagoon was
undisturbed except for the doughnut shaped
cloud which formed around the explosion.
There are now two adequately documented
cases of atomic air bursts being unable to
cause rainfall, the New Mexico test and
the Bikini test " A b l e " .
In both cases,
the thermodynamic and moisture structure
of the atmosphere were properly staged for
rainfall production by " t r i g g e r s " of the
usual magnitude provided by natural
meteorological processes.
The mechanism
for the release of energy in the form of
rainshowers or thunderstorms in each case
was missing.
One of the most interesting phenomena
noted in connection with the two atomic
explosions at Bikini was the ' ' cloud-chamb e r " effects. Each explosion was accompanied by the formation of a dome-shaped
eloud in the lower atmosphere which later became doughnut-shaped as the center of the
dome was punctured by the rapid upward
movement of the ball of hot gases or, in
the second test, by the water column. This
doughnut-cloud extended from the surface
to approximately 1000 feet. The initial cloud
dome can be attributed to rarefaction in
the wake of the blast wave with the accompanying adiabatic cooling. The existing relative humidity was high enough so
that the adiabatic cooling caused condensation.
In test " A b l e " the intense heat with the
resultant ball of hot gases developed by
the explosion created a large convective
cloud similar in appearance to the cauliflower structure of a thunderstorm cloud.
As the hot gases rose there was constant
cooling from the outside and the excessive
moisture evaporated from the water surface
began to condense.
The result was the
formation of a relatively narrow towering
cumulus cloud.
The rate of ascent was
very rapid and in about ten minutes the
cloud reached a height of approximately
35,000 feet. As quickly as the cloud reached
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equilibrium with its surroundings (its
maximum altitude) further convection was
shut off. All further processes were concerned with the dissipation of this ' ' atomic''
cloud. The identity of the cloud was maintained for about 50 minutes after which
the existing winds dispersed it into three
main sections. The portion from the surface to about 15,000 feet moved to the
west-northwest; the portion from 15,000
to 25,000 feet diffused in all directions with
the light and variable winds in that region
and the part above 25,000 feet drifted to
the south-southwest. When the cloud was
no longer visible, the further trajectory of
radioactive-contaminated air was computed
from the observed wind soundings and was
shown ultimately to have taken a path at
all levels to the northwest. It recurved in
a large arc to flow to the northeast, and
passed over the vicinity of Wake Island
in 48 to 72 hours after burst time. Just
recently there have been reports of traces
of the radioactive products of test " A b l e "
being detected over San Francisco.
As the cloud top reached upward to the
vicinity of 19,000 feet a smooth lenticular
cap (pileus) or "scarf cloud" formed just
above the top; its drooping edges gave the
appearance of cascading downward. Within 2 or 3 minutes this scarf was penetrated
and completely enveloped by the still uprushing tower of warm convective cloud
from the bomb. No true anvil top (cirrus)
developed.
In connection with Test " B a k e r " , much
interesting speculation was offered on the
aerological effects. With the atomic bomb
exploding beneath the surface of the water,
would there be the same ball of fire as had
been observed before? It was believed that
a ball of fire together with tremendous
amounts of liquid water and water vapor
could be expected to result in a rain of
spray and the formation of a convective
cumulus cloud. If no ball of fire was expected the result would merely be the

expulsion of liquid water only into a plume
of spray. Since the collision between tiny
suspended cloud droplets, if any, and large
falling water drops would tend to remove
the former, it was considered that no
significant cloud could be formed by the
simple injection of water into the air.
Actually, Test " B a k e r " produced a
vigorous ball of hot gases with the attendant
liquid water and vapor.
Within seconds
after the previously-described "Wilson
cloud-chamber" effect, a column of water
and spray was observed having a width of
approximately 2100 feet, topped by a condensed-water-vapor cloud that rose to 8 or
9000 feet within 3 minutes.
This cloud
subsequently settled down until its top was
at about 7500 feet. At the same time clouds
formed underneath an isothermal layer present in the atmosphere at about 6000 to 7000
feet.
This cloud layer spread out to a
diameter of about 6 miles. A rain of water
spray continued to fall from the cloud
masses for about 15 to 20 minutes. This
rain was entirely from the water ejected
from the lagoon.
In summary, it can be said that no significant meteorological influence other than
purely local cloud effects resulted from the
Bikini tests " A b l e " and " B a k e r " . The
evidence obtained also sheds light on the
reverse of this problem. It has long been
a subject of speculation whether it is possible to destroy certain natural destructive
atmospheric phenomena such as typhoons,
hurricanes, and tornadoes by a sudden release of man-controlled energy.
At present this possibility seems remote.
It is logical to deduce that the limitation of
available energy in the atomic bomb which
prevents storm formation will also prevent
storm destruction. The tremendous energies
required over considerable periods of time
to cope with such large-scale natural phenomena, are still not attainable in manmade explosions similar to the Bikini detonations.
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